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Information to Examiners
1. General
The mark scheme for each question shows:
•
•
•
•
•

the marks available for each part of the question
the total marks available for the question
the typical answer or answers which are expected
extra information to help the Examiner make his or her judgement and help to delineate what is
acceptable or not worthy of credit or, in discursive answers, to give an overview of the area in
which a mark or marks may be awarded
the Assessment Objectives and specification content that each question is intended to cover.

The extra information is aligned to the appropriate answer in the left-hand part of the mark scheme
and should only be applied to that item in the mark scheme.
At the beginning of a part of a question a reminder may be given, for example: where
consequential marking needs to be considered in a calculation; or the answer may be on the
diagram or at a different place on the script.
In general the right-hand side of the mark scheme is there to provide those extra details which
confuse the main part of the mark scheme yet may be helpful in ensuring that marking is
straightforward and consistent.
2. Emboldening and underlining
2.1

In a list of acceptable answers where more than one mark is available ‘any two from’ is
used, with the number of marks emboldened. Each of the following bullet points is a
potential mark.

2.2

A bold and is used to indicate that both parts of the answer are required to award the mark.

2.3

Alternative answers acceptable for a mark are indicated by the use of or. Different terms in
the mark scheme are shown by a / ; eg allow smooth / free movement.

2.4

Any wording that is underlined is essential for the marking point to be awarded.

3. Marking points
3.1

Marking of lists

This applies to questions requiring a set number of responses, but for which students have
provided extra responses. The general principle to be followed in such a situation is that ‘right +
wrong = wrong’.
Each error / contradiction negates each correct response. So, if the number of error /
contradictions equals or exceeds the number of marks available for the question, no marks can be
awarded.
However, responses considered to be neutral (indicated as * in example 1) are not penalised.
Example 1: What is the pH of an acidic solution? (1 mark)
Student

Response

1
2
3

green, 5
red*, 5
red*, 8

Marks
awarded
0
1
0
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Example 2: Name two planets in the solar system. (2 marks)
Student
1
2

3.2

Response
Neptune, Mars, Moon
Neptune, Sun, Mars,
Moon

Marks awarded
1
0

Use of chemical symbols / formulae
If a student writes a chemical symbol / formula instead of a required chemical name, full
credit can be given if the symbol / formula is correct and if, in the context of the question,
such action is appropriate.

3.3

Marking procedure for calculations
Full marks can be given for a correct numerical answer, without any working shown.
However, if the answer is incorrect, mark(s) can be gained by correct substitution / working
and this is shown in the ‘extra information’ column or by each stage of a longer calculation.

3.4

Interpretation of ‘it’
Answers using the word ‘it’ should be given credit only if it is clear that the ‘it’ refers to the
correct subject.

3.5

Errors carried forward
Any error in the answers to a structured question should be penalised once only.
Papers should be constructed in such a way that the number of times errors can be carried
forward is kept to a minimum. Allowances for errors carried forward are most likely to be
restricted to calculation questions and should be shown by the abbreviation e.c.f. in the
marking scheme.

3.6

Phonetic spelling
The phonetic spelling of correct scientific terminology should be credited unless there is a
possible confusion with another technical term.

3.7

Brackets
(…..) are used to indicate information which is not essential for the mark to be awarded but
is included to help the examiner identify the sense of the answer required.

3.8

Ignore / Insufficient / Do not allow
Ignore or insufficient are used when the information given is irrelevant to the question or not
enough to gain the marking point. Any further correct amplification could gain the marking
point.
Do not allow means that this is a wrong answer which, even if the correct answer is given,
will still mean that the mark is not awarded.
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Quality of Written Communication and levels marking
In Question 2 students are required to produce extended written material in English, and will be
assessed on the quality of their written communication as well as the standard of the scientific
response.
Students will be required to:
• use good English
• organise information clearly
• use specialist vocabulary where appropriate.
The following general criteria should be used to assign marks to a level:
Level 1: basic
• Knowledge of basic information
• Simple understanding
• The answer is poorly organised, with almost no specialist terms and their use
demonstrating a general lack of understanding of their meaning, little or no detail
• The spelling, punctuation and grammar are very weak.
Level 2: clear
• Knowledge of accurate information
• Clear understanding
• The answer has some structure and organisation, use of specialist terms has been
attempted but not always accurately, some detail is given
• There is reasonable accuracy in spelling, punctuation and grammar, although there may
still be some errors.
Level 3: detailed
• Knowledge of accurate information appropriately contextualised
• Detailed understanding, supported by relevant evidence and examples
• Answer is coherent and in an organised, logical sequence, containing a wide range of
appropriate or relevant specialist terms used accurately.
• The answer shows almost faultless spelling, punctuation and grammar.
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Question
1(a)(i)

Answers

Extra information

glycerol

Mark

AO /
Spec. Ref.

1

AO1
2.5.2f

1(a)(ii)

pancreas / small intestine

accept duodenum / ileum

1

2.5.2f

ignore intestine unqualified
1(b)

1(c)(i)

any two from:

•
•
•

type of milk
volume / amount of milk
vol. bile equals vol. water

•
•

volume of lipase
concentration of lipase

•

temperature

ignore time interval
ignore solution unqualified
do not allow pH
ignore starting pH

AO1

2

AO3
2.5.2f,h

ignore volume / amount of bile /
water
ignore concentration of bile
accept amount of lipase if
neither volume nor
concentration given

fatty acid (production)

1

AO2
2.5.2f,h

1(c)(ii)

faster reaction / digestion (with
bile)
or
pH decreases faster (with bile)
or
takes less time (with bile)
or
steeper fall / line (with bile)

allow use of data
ignore easier

1

AO3
2.5.2f,h
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Question
1(c)(iii)

Total

Answers
all fat / milk digested
or
same amount of fatty acids
present
or
(lower pH) denatures the
enzyme / lipase

Extra information
allow all reactants used up
ignore reference to
neutralisation

Mark

AO /
Spec. Ref.

1

AO2
2.5.2f,h

allow enzyme won’t work at low
pH
do not allow enzyme killed
7
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Question

Answers

Extra information

2

Mark
6

Marks awarded for this answer will be determined by the Quality of Written
Communication (QWC) as well as the standard of the scientific response. Examiners
should also refer to the information on page 5 and apply a ‘best-fit’ approach to the
marking.
0 marks
No
relevant
content.

Level 1 (1–2 marks)
The apparatus needed
to measure the leaf is
identified
or
the apparatus needed
to measure light
intensity is identified
or
an appropriate use of
the tape measure is
identified.

Level 2 (3–4 marks)
There is a description
of a leaf being
measured at different
locations
or
light being measured
at different locations.

examples of points made in the response:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

use of tape measure to produce transect
transect placed coming out of shady area (eg
woodland) into lighter area
repeat transects
samples at same height above ground
samples at same aspect (N / E / S / W) on trees
measurement of length, or width, of leaves
using ruler
measure several leaves at each location
use of light meter to measure light intensity
repeat measurements of light intensity on
several days
measure light intensities at same time of day
calculate mean for each location
plot graph of mean leaf length, or width, vs.
light intensity
Total

AO / Spec.
Ref
AO1 / AO2 /
AO3
2.4,
2.4.1a,b,prac

Level 3 (5–6 marks)
There is a description
of a leaf and light
being measured at
different locations
and
repetitions are
included
or
a control variable is
described
or
appropriate
mathematical
treatment of the data
is described

extra information
allow attempt to overcome
other variables – eg soil water
/ soil pH / temperature

6
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Question
3(a)(i)

3(a)(ii)

3(b)(i)

Answers

Extra information

Mark

AO /
Spec. Ref.

in the chromosome(s)

ignore genes / alleles

1

AO1

in the nucleus

allow nuclei
allow mitochondria

1

2.7.2f,
2.7.1b

the DNA / chromosomes / genes
are replicated / copied /
multiplied / doubled / duplicated

allow DNA is cloned
ignore same DNA /
chromosomes / genes if
unqualified

1

AO1

1 / one

2.7.1a,c,n

1

AO2
2.7.2c,e,
2.7.3a,c

3(b)(ii)

2 / two

1

AO2
2.7.2c,d,
2.7.3a,b

3(c)

B

1

AO3
2.7.2i

Total

6
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Mark

AO /
Spec. Ref.

ignore relax
do not allow expand

1

AO1

to churn / move / mix food

accept peristalsis / mechanical
digestion
ignore movement unqualified

1

400

acceptable range 390-410

2

Question
4(a)

4(b)

Answers
contract / shorten

Extra information

to transfer energy for use

by (aerobic) respiration or from
glucose

AO2
2.2.1b,c

allow 1 mark for answer in range
of 39 to 41
allow 1 mark for answer in range
of 3900 to 4100
4(c)

2.1,
2.2.1b,c,
2.1.1e

allow to release / give / supply /
provide energy
do not allow to ‘make’ /
’produce’ / ‘create’ energy
allow to make ATP
ignore to store energy

1

do not allow anaerobic

1

AO1
2.1.1a,
2.6.1d

energy released for respiration
= max 1 mark
4(d)(i)

4(d)(ii)

Total

to make protein / enzyme

too small / very small

ignore ‘antibody’ or other named
protein

1

allow light microscope does not
have sufficient magnification /
resolution
allow ribosomes are smaller
than mitochondria
ignore not sensitive enough
ignore ribosomes are
transparent

1

AO1
2.1.1a
AO2
2.1.1a

8
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Question
5(a)

Answers
5624

Extra information

allow 2 marks for:
• correct HR = 148 and
correct SV = 38 plus wrong
answer / no answer
or
• only one value correct and
ecf for answer

Mark

AO /
Spec. Ref.

3

AO2
2.6, 2.6.1g

allow 1 mark for:
• incorrect values and ecf for
answer
or
• only one value correct
5(b)(i)

Person 2 has low(er) stroke
volume / SV / described

eg Person 2 pumps out smaller
volume each beat

1

AO3
2.6, 2.6.1g

do not allow Person 2 has
lower heart rate
5(b)(ii)

Person 1 sends more blood (to
muscles / body / lungs)

1

(which) supplies (more) oxygen

1

(and) supplies (more) glucose

1

(faster rate of) respiration or
transfers (more) energy for use

removes (more) CO2 / lactic acid
/ heat
or less lactic acid made
or (more) muscle contraction /
less muscle fatigue

Total

ignore aerobic / anaerobic
allow (more) energy release
allow aerobic respiration
transfers / releases more energy
(than anaerobic)
do not allow makes (more)
energy
allow less oxygen debt

AO1 / AO2
2.6.1b,e,f,
g,h,
2.6.2c,d

1

1

if no other mark awarded,
allow person 1 is fitter (than
person 2) for max 1 mark
9
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Question
6(a)(i)

Answers
any two from:
•
•

•

6(a)(ii)

•

•

allow imprint in mud

mineralisation (of hard parts
/ bones)

allow replacement by other
materials

conditions not right for
fossilisation
geological activity has
destroyed fossils / has
destroyed evidence
fossils not yet found

•

•

•

•
•

separation / isolation (of
different populations)
different environmental
conditions (between
locations)
mutation(s) occur or genetic
variation (within each
population)
better adapted survive or
natural selection occurs

favourable alleles passed
on (in each population)
eventually different
populations unable to breed
successfully with each other

Mark

AO /
Spec. Ref.

2

AO1 / AO2
2.8.1a,b

allow (one of) the conditions for
decay is missing – accept
example, eg oxygen / water /
correct temperature / bacteria

2

AO3
2.8,
2.8.1a,c,d

ignore references to soft-bodied
allow a named / described
example – eg vulcanism / earth
movements / erosion
allow description of why not yet
found

any four from:
•

Total

(dead) animal buried in
sediment
hard parts / bones do not
decay or soft parts do
decay

any two from:
•

6(b)

Extra information

4

AO1
2.8.1e,f

allow ‘survival of the fittest’
ignore animals adapt to their
environment
ignore reference to stronger
survive
allow genes for alleles
allow unable to produce fertile
offspring

8
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Question
7(a)

Answers
light is trapped / absorbed /
used

Extra information
extra answers cancel mark
ignore solar / sunshine

Mark

AO /
Spec. Ref.

1

AO1

1

2.3,
2.3.1a,b

by chlorophyll / chloroplasts
if no other marks awarded, allow
1 mark for photosynthesis /
equation for photosynthesis
7(b)
(to make) starch (for storage)

ignore ‘for growth’ unqualified
ignore respiration

AO1
1

(to make) fat / oil (for storage)

1

(to make) amino acids / proteins
/ enzymes

1

(to make) cellulose / cell walls

1

2.3.1e,f,
2.6.1f

allow for active transport
allow any other correct, named
organic substances (eg DNA /
ATP / chlorophyll / hormone)
if no named examples, allow ‘to
make named cell structures’
for max. 1 mark
Total

6
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Question
8(a)(i)

8(a)(ii)

8(b)(i)

Answers
3.15 : 1

Mark

AO /
Spec. Ref.

accept 3.147:1 or 3.1 : 1 or 3 : 1
do not accept 3.14 : 1
Ignore 705:224

1

AO2

any two from:
fertilisation is random or ref.
to chance combinations (of
alleles / genes /
chromosomes)

•

more likely to get theoretical
ratios or see (correct)
pattern or get valid results if
large number

allow ref. to more representative
/ reliable
do not allow more accurate or
precise
ignore fair / repeatable

•

anomalies have limited
effect / anomalies can be
identified

accept example of an anomaly

in sequence:

2.7

2

•

Homozygous
Homozygous
Heterozygous
8(b)(ii)

Extra information

AO3
2.7, 2.7.2a

All 3 correct = 2 marks
2 correct
= 1 mark
1 or 0 correct = 0 marks

2

AO3
2.7

genetic diagram including:

AO2

Parental genotypes: Nn and Nn
or
Gametes: N and n + N and n

allow other characters / symbols
only if clearly defined

derivation of offspring
genotypes:
NN Nn Nn nn

allow genotypes correctly
derived from candidate’s P
gametes

identification: NN and Nn as
purple and nn as white

allow correct identification of
candidate’s offspring genotypes
but only if some F2 are purple
and some are white

1

2.7

1

1
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Question
8(c)

Answers
any two from:
•

•

did not know about
chromosomes / genes /
DNA
or did not know
chromosomes occurred in
pairs
had pre-conceived theories

•

Mendel’s (mathematical)
approach was novel
concept

•

Mendel was not part of
academic establishment

•

work published in obscure
journal / work lost for many
years
peas gave unusual results
cf other species
Mendel’s results were not
corroborated until later /
1900

•
•

Total

Extra information

Mark

AO /
Spec. Ref.

2

AO1
2.7

ignore genetics

eg blending of inherited
characters
ignore religious ideas unless
qualified
allow his work was not
understood or no other scientist
had similar ideas
allow he was not considered to
be a scientist / not well known /
he was only a monk

allow he only worked on pea
plants

10
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